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Abstract 
In this paper we establish the existence of periodic trajectories for a class of nonlinear, time-varying evolution 
inclusions, in which the multivalued term is nonconvex-valued. An example of a parabolic system is also presented in 
detail. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we study the problem of existence of periodic solutions for a class of nonlinear, 
time-dependent evolution inclusions. Our result partially extends the very recent work of 
Vrabie [16], who examined evolution equations driven by an unbounded, time-invariant but in 
general multivalued operator defined on a Banach space and with a nonlinear perturbation 
term that is single-valued. Furthermore, he assumed that the unbounded strongly m-accretive 
operator generates a compact semigroup of nonlinear, nonexpansive maps. Here instead, we 
work with an evolution triple, which allows us to consider time-varying systems. Our hypotheses 
on the time dependence of the data are very general. Our approach in establishing the 
existence of a periodic trajectory is similar to that of [16], which in turn was based on an earlier 
“semilinear” work [2]. Earlier works on this problem concentrated on semilinear equations and 
established the existence of periodic solutions, either by imposing strong accretivity conditions 
on the perturbation term (see [5]) or by using a Nagumo-type tangential condition (see [13]). 
We should also mention the works of Deimling [6] and Lightbourne [9], who considered 
differential equations in Banach spaces, but assumed that their operators are continuous, thus 
precluding the applicability of their work on partial differential equations. To our knowledge, 
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there is no earlier work on the question of periodic trajectories of evolution inclusions. There is 
only the work of Aubin-Cellina [l, Theorem 4, p.2371 on differential inclusions in R”, which 
used a Nagumo-type condition. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let (0, 2) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach space. By P,(X) we will 
denote the family of nonempty, closed subsets of X. A multifunction (set-valued function) 
F : 0 + P,(X) is said to be measurable if and only if for every x E X, o + d(x, F(w)) = inf( II x 
- z I(: z E F(o)} is a measurable, R.-valued function. Other equivalent definitions of measura- 
bility of a multifunction can be found in the survey paper [17]. A multifunction G : 0 -+ 2x\(fl} 
is said to be graph measurable if Gr G = {( o, x) E R XX: x E G(o)} E J$ X B(X), with B(X) 
the Bore1 a-field of X. For a Pf(X)-valued multifunction, measurability implies graph 
measurability and the converse is true if there exists a complete, a-finite measure p(a) on s. 
For details we refer to [17]. Now let (a, x, ~1 be a finite-measure space and denote by Sk the 
set of all selectors of R’(a) that belong in the Lebesgue-Bochner space L’(X), i.e., Sk = {f~ 
L’(X): f(m) EF(w)~ a.e.}. If F: 0 
.z E F(w)} belongs in L’+, 
+ P,(X) is measurable and o + I F(w) I = sup{ II z II: 
then Sk is a nonempty, closed subset of L’(X). It is convex if and 
only if F( . ) is convex-valued. 
Next let T = [0, b], H a separable Hilbert space and X a dense subspace of H carrying the 
structure of a separable, reflexive Banach space. Identifying H with its dual (pivot space), we 
have X + H -+X*, with all embeddings, being continuous, dense (see [18, Proposition 21.35, 
p.2651). Then the triple (X, H, X*> is called an evolution triple or Get’fand triple. By I( . II 
(respectively I * I, II * II * 1, we will denote the norm of X (respectively of H, X*). Also by 
( *> . > we will denote the duality brackets for the pair (X, X* > and by (. , . ) the inner product 
of H. The two are compatible in the sense that ( . , -)x~H = (-, .>. Let W(T) = {x E L2(X): 
i E L2(X*>}; (in this definition the derivative is understood in the sense of vector-valued 
distributions). Furnished with the norm II x II W(r) = [ II x II~qx) + II i ll~~~.pJ’2, W(T) becomes 
a separable Banach space. The embedding W(T) + C(T, H) is continuous, i.e., every function 
in W(T), after possible modification on a Lebesgue null set in T, is equal to a continuous 
function from T into H. If X-+ H compactly (in which case of course, H +X* compactly), 
then W(T) + L2(H> compactly. For details we refer to [18, Proposition 23.23, pp. 422, 4501. 
Finally, let Y, Z be Hausdorff topological spaces. A multifunction G : Y + 2’\ (0) is said to 
be lower semicontinuous if and only if for every U c Z open, G-(U) = { y E Y: G(y) n U Z 0) is 
open in y. If both Y and Z are metric spaces, then lower semicontinuity of G(a) is equivalent 
to saying that if y, +y in Y, then F(y) clim F(y,) = {z E Z: lim d(z, F(y,)) = 01 = {z E Z: 
z = lim z,, 
-. 
z, E F( y,), n 2 1). For further details, we refer to [8]. 
3. Existence of periodic trajectories 
Let T = [0, b] and let (X, H, X*> be an evolution triple of separable spaces, with all 
embeddings being in addition compact (see Section 2). The problem under consideration is the 
following: 
i(t) +A(t, x(t)) E F(t, x(t)) a.e., x(O) =x(b). (*) 
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We will need the following hypotheses on the data of ( * 1. 
H(A). A: TxX+X* is an operator such that 
(1) t + A(t, x) is measurable; 
(2) x +A(t, X) is hemicontinuous (i.e., A + (A(x + Ay), z) is continuous on [O, 11 for all 
x, y, 2 EX); 
(3) (Act, X) -A(t, x’), x -x’) 2 c II x -x’ II a.e. with c > 0 (strong monotonicity); 
(4) II Act, X) II .+ G a(t) + b(t) II x II a.e. with a(.> EL?+, b(e) EL”,; 
(5) Act, 0) = 0 a.e. 
H(F). F : T x H + P,(H) is a multifunction such that 
(1) (t, X) + F(t, x) is graph measurable; 
(2) x + F(t, x) is lower semicontinuous; 
(3) I F(t, x) I = sup{ I u I: u E F(t, x>) G +(t, I x I) a.e. with +(a, r) EL” and +(t, * > non- 
decreasing; 
(4) lim r’m r-l~uptET,,,x,,gr I F(t, x) I = m < c, with c > 0 as in hypothesis H(A)(3). 
First we will need an auxiliary result. So let fI, f2 E L2(H) and let x1(*), x,(a) E W(T) be 
the unique solutions of the Cauchy problems 
iI +A(t, xl(t)) =fl(t) a.e., x,(O) =xA EH, 
and 
iz(t) +A(t, x,(t)) =f2(t) a.e., x2(O) =x02 EH. 
Their existence and uniqueness is guaranteed by [18, Theorem 30.A, p.7711. 
Lemma 3.1. If hypotheses H(A)(l)-H(A)(4) hold, fI, f2 E L2(H> and x& xi E H, then for all 
tETwehave 
I xl(t) -x2(t) I G e-“* c(f--s)I fl(s) -f2(s) I ds. 
Proof. Subtracting the second equation from the first and then acting on both sides of the 
resulting equation with x,(t) -x2(t), we get 
<ir(t) -&(f), x1(t) -x,(t)> + (A(& Xl(Q) -A(& x,(t)), x1(t) -x,(t)> 
= (.w -f2W7 x,(t) -X2(f)) a.e. 
From the integration by parts formula for functions in W(T) (see [18, Proposition 23.23(k), 
pp. 422, 42311, we have 
<il(t) -i&), q(t) -x,(t)> = ; -g I x1(t) -x2(t) I 2. 
Using this and the strong monotonicity hypothesis H(A)(3), we get 
f $ I xl(t) -x2(t) I 2 +c II xl(t) -x2(t) II 2 < (f#) -f2(+ -q(t) -x,(t)> a.e. 
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Without loss of generality, assume that I . I < II - II; (note that since X + H continuously, 
there exists p > 0 such that 1. I G p II - II; without any loss of generality, to simplify our 
calculations, we take p = 1). Also let 0(t) = (fr(t> -f*(t), x,(t) -x,(t)). Then we have 
~~lx,(t)-x*(t)12+clx,(r)-X2(f)12~B(f). 
Set y(t) = I x,(t) --x,(t) I 2. We have 
q(t) < -2cr(t) +20(t). 
Then from a well-known differential inequality, 
y(t) G e -‘“‘y(O) + 2iteP 2c(t-s)I fI(s) -f2(.4 I I x1(s) -q(s) I ds. 
Invoking [4, Lemma AS, p.1571, we get 
I xl(t) -x2(t) I G e-“‘I xi - x; 1 + /‘e-c(‘-s) I flW -f2W I ds. 0 
0 
Now we are ready for our main theorem, establishing the existence of periodic trajectories of 
(*I. 
Theorem 3.2. If hypotheses H(A) and H(F) hold, then ( * ) admits a solution X( .> E W(T) + 
C(T, H). 
Proof. Let R: C(T, H) -+ L1(H) be the multifunction defined by 
R(Y) = s&.,,,.,,. 
From hypothesis H(F)(2) and [lo, Theorem 4.11, we have that R( a> is lower semicontinuous 
and clearly has decomposable values (i.e., if C E-~?(T) (the Lebesgue a-field of T) and 
fr, f2 E S&.,,,.,,, then xcfl +xccf2 E S&.,,,.,,). So we can apply [3, Theorem 31, and get 
Y : C(T,H) -+,5’(H) a continuous map such that r(y) E R(y) for all y E C(T, H). Then 
consider the following Cauchy problem: 
i(t) +A(t, x(t)) = r(y)(t) a.e., x(O) =y(O). (*)1 
From [18, Theorem 30.1, p.7711, we know that problem (*>r has a unique solution x(y)(.) E 
W(T) -+ C(T, H). Then let k : C(T, H) + H be defined by 
k(Y) =x(y)@). 
Since ~(-1 is by construction continuous, and using Lemma 3.1, we deduce that kc.1 is a 
continuous map too. Then consider the following evolution equation: 
6(t) +A(t, u(t)) = r(u)(t) a.e., u(0) =k(u). (*I2 
Again, problem ( *)2 above has a unique solution v(u)(.) E W(T) + C(T, H). Consider the 
map 77 :C(T, H) + C(T, H) defined by q(u) = U(U). Given the continuity of r(m) and k( *> and 
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using Lemma 3.1, we deduce that q( * 1 is continuous. It is clear that the fixed points of v( a) are 
the desired periodic trajectories of ( * ). So in what follows, we establish that q(. ) has fixed 
points. 
First we will show that there exists A > 0 such that q(Bh) LB,, where B, = (y E C(T, H): 
II Y II C(T,H) = II Y II m G A}. Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence {u,Jn > r c C(T, H) such 
that 
II u, II m=Gn and II rl(un) Ilm > n. 
To simplify the notation, set I = u,, II > 1. Note that because of hypothesis H(A)(5), the 
function x = 0 E W(T) + C(T, H) solves i(t) +A(t, x(t)) = 0 a.e., x(O) = 0. So using this fact 
and Lemma 3.1, we get for t E T, 
I un( t) I G e-” I k(u,) I + itep =(‘-‘) I Y( uJ( T) l dr. 
Let t, E T = [0, b], II 2 1, be such that 
IIqJm= Iq&,)I. 
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that t, 
once again from hypothesis H(A)(5) and Lemma 3.1, we get 
I k(u,) I G epcb Iu,(O) 1 + Lbepccbpr) I Y(u,)(T) I dT. 
Using (2) into (1) (for t = t,), we get 
II u, II m = I un( tn) I < e-“‘n 
[ 
epcb I u,(O) I + ibe pc(bpT) l Y(u,)( T) l dr] 
-=(‘n-‘) I Y(u,)(T) I dr 
(1) 
t, E T. Furthermore, 
(2) 
e -ct, 
--Cf se ne -cb 
+ II~,llcc / ” 
-c(b-T)l T+,)(T) I dr 
1 
+ II un II ~ O’fle-c(‘npT) I r(u,)(~) I dr 
/ 
s epctnepcb + 
e-“n II y(u,) II m 
,, (1 - epcb) + l~l~:n\lllm (1 _ ep”fn) 
n 02 c II u, II cc 
(see hypothesis H(F)(4)). Passing to the 
1 < e-ct,e-cb + !?ep”o(1 - E-Cb) + 
c 
limit as yt + ~0 and using hypothesis H(F)(4), we get 
F(l - e-“‘0) < 1, 
a contradiction. So indeed there exists A > 0 such that q(B,) c B,. 
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Next we will show that q(BA\) is bounded in W(T). To this end, let y E B, and set x = n(y). 
We have 
<i(t), x(t)> + (A(t, x(t)), x(t)> = (r(~)(t), x(t)) a.e. 
* Jj $ I x(f) I 2 +c II x(t) II 2 < (r(y)(t), x(t)) a.e. 
=-$~(~)11” ds< fl~(~)l~+@(~)(s), x(s)) ds 
- /bll x(s) II 2 ds,< ;A2+ $(y)(s)l* ds< & + ‘1’ (s) c a5 ds, 
where t(s) = 4(s, A), t(e) EL”, (see hypothesis H(F)(3)). So there exists M, > 0 such that for 
all x E q(B*), we have 
II x II LZ(X) G M,. (3) 
Also let pt.1 E L2(X). Using hypotheses H(A)(4) and H(F)(3), we have 
<i(t), p(t)> + (A(& x(t)>, P(f)> =(r(y)(t), PW> a*e* 
- /“(i(t), p(f)> dt < l”@(f) +b(f) ll x(t) II) II p(t) II dt + Ibt(f) II p(t) II dt 
0 0 0 
G ( II a II 2 + II b II Jf, + II 5 II m) IIP II L*(x). 
So there exists M2 > 0 such that for all x E q(B,), 
II x II L*(x*) G M2. (4) 
From (3) and (41, we deduce that n(B*) is bounded in W(T). As in [ll, Theorem 6.11, using 
the boundedness of q(B,) in W(T), we can show that q(BA) is bounded in L”(T, X). Invoking 
[14, Corollary 4, p&5], we get that q(Bh) is compact in C(T, H). Since q( - > is continuous, we 
can apply Schauder’s fixed-point theorem and get x E W(T) -+ C(T, H) such that x = q(x). As 
we already indicated earlier in the proof, this is the desired solution of (*). q 
4. An example 
In this section we present an example, illustrating the applicability of our work. 
Let T = [0, b] and Z c RN a bounded open set with smooth boundary aZ = r. Let Di = a/aZ,, 
i=l,2 , . . . , N, and by a multi-index cr = ((Ye,. . , (~~1, we understand a tupel of nonnegative 
integers (~~,...,a~. The length of the multi-index a! is defined by I a I = Cf= lak, while 
Da=D;ul . ..D.N. For (Y = 0, we set Do = Id. Also n(x) = {D”x: I a I <ml. On TX Z we 
consider the following multivalued boundary value problem of order 2m: 
a+, 2) 
at 
+ C (-l)%,(t, Z, +(t, z)))Ef(t, z, x(t, z)) a.e. on TX& 
IalGm (**I 
DPx(t, z) = 0, onTxrforal1 IpI <m-l, x(0, z) =x(b, z) a.e. on Z. 
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We will need the following hypotheses on the data of ( * * ). 
H(A),. A, : T x 2 x [wNm + R (IV, = (N + m)!/(m! N!)) are functions such that 
(1) (t, z) +A,(t, z, 7) is measurable; 
(2) 77 +A,(t, z, q) is continuous; 
(3) (A,(t, Z, 7) I G a(t, z> + b(t, z) II q II a.e. with a(*, . > E L2(T X 21, b E LYT X 2); 
(4) c ,a,_@,(t, Z, 77) -A& Z, $N(q, - $J a ck z)C,,,., I v, -T& I a.e. with c +Y’(T 
x 2); 
(5) A,(t, z, 0) = 0 a.e. on TX 2. 
H(f). f:TxZxR + Pf(R) is a multifunction such that 
(1) (t, z, x) +f(t, z, x) is measurable; 
(2) x +f(t, z, x) is lower semicontinuous; 
(3) I f(t, z, nc) I < &(f, z> + +&, 2) I x I a.e. with $r, $2 E L”(T X Z), II qb2 II m < 2 = II c II m. 
Let x = H,“(Z), H = L2(Z) and X* = H,“(Z)* = H-“(Z). Then, from Sobolev’s embedding 
theorem, we have that (X, H, X*) is an evolution triple of separable Hilbert spaces with all 
embeddings being compact. Consider the following time-varying Dirichlet form a : T X H,“(Z) 
x H,“(Z) + R defined by 
a(t, x, y) = C /,“J t, z, ,+$z)))D~Y(~) dz, 
Morn 
for all X, y E H,“(Z). Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and hypothesis H(A),(3), we get 
that 
I a(t, x, y) I < [i?(t) + 6 II x II H~~.z~] II Y II H,“(Z), 
with 6(t) = II act, . ) II Lq~) and 6 = II k II L=-(T~z). From this inequality, we deduce that there 
exists a generally nonlinear operator A : T XX +X* such that 
<& x), Y> =a(& x, Y), 
for all x, y E H,“(Z) and with ( *, . ) denoting the duality brackets for the pair (H,“(Z), 
H-“(Z)). Then from Fubini’s theorem, we have that t + (&t, x), y > is measurable for all 
x, y E H,“(Z), so t +a(t, X) is weakly measurable, and since X* = H-“(Z) is a separable 
Hilbert space, from the Pettis measurability theorem (see, for example, 17, Theorem 2, p.4211, 
we have that t -d( t, x) is measurable. 
Next we will show that x +A”(t, x) is continuous. To this end, let x, + ‘x in H,“(Z). We 
have 
ll act, XJ -&, x) II HvyZ) 
= sup I<&, XJ -&, X)> Y) I 
iiYiiH,~(Z,~l 
X sup c (/,’ AAt, z, rl(x,(z))) -A&, z, 77(x(z))) I I D”Y(Z) I dz 
IiYi,H;;(Z)G 1 Ial~m 
l/2 
GC I A&, z, q(xn(z))) -A&, ~9 77(x(Z))) 1 2 dz 
lal<m 
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(via the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality). But by Krasnosel’skii’s theorem, we have that 
c Ial <J/z I &k 2, 77(x,(d)) -A,07 z, 4.dz)N I * dz)“* + 0 as II -+ ~0, establishing the con- 
tinuity of Act, . >. 
Using hypothesis H(A),(4), we can easily check that 
c^II x -Y ll&(Z, =G c&t, x) -act, Y), X-Y>, 
for c^ = I] c II m and al; x, y E H?(Z). 
Furthermore, 
II b IIm. Finally, 
]I Act, x) 1) H-m(zj < L(t) + 6 I] x 1) H,m(zj a.e. with 6(t) = I( act, . > II 2 and 6 = 
b ecause of hypothesis H(A),(5), we have 
act, 0) = 0. 
Next let f^: T X H + Pf< HI be defined by 
fit, x) =$cI,.,X(.jj = {Y EL2(Z): Y(Z) Ef(t, 2, x(z)> a.e.}. 
Then we have 
Gr f^= (t, x, y) E TXL*(Z) XL*(Z): &(t, x, y) = /d(y(z), f(t, z, x(z))) dz=O . 
i Z 1 
Note that because of hypothesis H(f)(l), (t, z, x> + d( y, f<t, z, x>> is measurable, while 
y + d(y, f<t, z, x)) is continuous. Therefore, (t, t, x, y) -+ d(y, f(t, z, x)) is measurable. 
Furthermore, from [l, Corollary 1, p.521, we know that (x, y) + d(y, f(t, z, x)) is upper 
semicontinuous. Hence, [12, Theorem 11 tells us that we can find functions k, : T X Z X R X R 
-+ R, such that (t, z) + k,(t, z, x, y> is measurable, (x, y) + k,(t, z, x, y> is continuous, 
k,(t, z, x, y) G n and k,(t, z, x, y)J d(y, f<t, z, xl> as II + 03. For any x, y EL*(Z) = H, set 
&Jt, x, Y) = /,“n( t, 2, x(z), Y(Z)) dz. 
It is clear that t -+ k,(t, x, y) is measurable on T, (x, y) -+ k,(t, x, y) is continuous on 
H x H = L*(Z) x L*(Z), hence (t, x, y> + k&t, x, y) is measurable on TX L*<Z> X L*(Z). 
Furthermor$, from the monotone convergence theorem, we get that k,(t, x, y) 1 k(t, x, yi, so 
(t, x, y) --j k(t, x, y> is measurable on TX L*(Z) XL*(Z). Hence, 
Gr f^= [(t, x, y) E TX L2(Z) XL*(Z): [(t, x, y) =0} U(T) x+5*(Z)) XB(L’(Z)) 
- fi * 7 0) is graph measurable. 
Also using Fatou’s lemma and [15, Theorem 2.21, we have that since f(t, z, . ) is lower 
semicontinuous and if x, + ‘x in L*(Z), then for every y E L*(Z), 
EL(t, x,, y) Gi(t, x, y) * fit, x) climfit, xn) in L’(Z) 
(see [15, Theor_em 2.2(u)]) 
Thus if y Ef(t, x), we can find y, Eflt, x,), II a 1, such that y, + ‘y in L’(Z). But because 
of hypothes@ H(f)(3), we can easily check that y, + ‘y in L*(Z). Thus fit, x) C lim_ht, xn> in 
L*(Z), so f<t, .> is lower semicontinuous on L*(Z) (see Section 2). 
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Finally note that because of hypothesis H(F)(3), we have 
I fit, x) I = SUP{ II Y II Lqz): Y +, x)} =s $4 + +z II x II LZ(Z), 
with q1 = II dq Ilm and 9, = II C& (Im. Then we have 
lim L SUP Ifit, x)I =j+c^= Ilcllm 
r+m r tET,IlxllLZ~z,Gr 
(see hypothesis H(f)(3)). 
Now rewrite ( * *) in the following equivalent evolution inclusion form: 
i(t) +a(t, x(t)) Efit, x(t)) a.e., x(O) =x(b). (* *) 
We have checked that the data of ( * *)’ satisfy hypotheses H(A) and H(F). So applying 
Theorem 3.2, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf hypotheses H(A), and H(f) hold, then (* *) admits a solution x( *, . > E 
L*(T, H,“(Z)) n C(T, L*(Z)> with &x/at E L*(T, H-“(Z)). 
Remark. Let g:TXZX[WX[W + R be a function such that (t, z) +g(t, z, x, U) is measur- 
able, (x, U) +g(t, z, x, u) is continuous, I g(t, z, x, U) I < qbl(t, z> + $*(t, z> 1 x I a.e. for all 
u E u with ~$i, c$* E Lm(O X Z>, II 4* II m < 2 = II c II m. A ssume that U c R is nonempty, compact. 
Set f(t, Z, X) =g(t, Z, X, U) = U(g(t, z, x, u>: u E U). Then from [l, Proposition I, p.471 we 
know that x +f( t, Z, X) is lower semicontinuous. Also note that if (~~1~ > 1 is dense in U, then 
exploiting the continuity of g(t, z, x, e), we have f<t, z, xl = {g(t, z, x, u,)},>~. But for each 
12 a 1, (t, Z) + g(t, Z, X, u,) is measurable, while x + g(t, z, un) is continuous. Therefore, 
(t, Z, X) +g(t, Z, X, u,) is measurable, so (t, z, xl +f(t, z, x) is a measurable multifunction 
(see [IT, Theorem 4.21). Furthermore, I f(t, z, x> I < 4Jt, z) + +*(t, z) I x I a.e. Hence Theo- 
rem 4.1 tells US that the nonlinear distributed parameter control system, with control vector 
field g(t, Z, X, u) (equivalently with orientor field f<t, z, x>) and pointwise control constraint 
set U, has a periodic trajectory. 
In particular, our result establishes the existence of periodic solutions for the following 
semilinear parabolic problem 
““‘i; ‘)- t Di(ajj(t, z)Djx(t, 2)) Ef(t, z, x(t, z)) ax. on TXZ, 
i,j=l ( 1 *** 
xITxT=O and x(0, z) =x(b, z). 
To be able to rewrite ( * * *> as an evolution inclusion in the form ( * 1, we need to assume 
that aij E L”(Tx Z), C~=luij(t, z)qiqj 2 c(t, z) II 77 II * on TX Z. In this case, the evolution 
triple consists of X = H:(Z), H = L*(Z) and X” = H-‘(Z). Instead of the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, we can also consider Neumann boundary conditions of the form ax(t, z>/&z, = 0 
where a/an, = CK.=Iaij(t, z>(a/azj>cos(n, zj) on r= aZ, where cos(n, zj) is the jth-direction 
cosine of the exterior normal vector n. 
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